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Why this talk now?

◦ The Threat actor related to the SolarWinds hack has resurfaced (Tomiris backdoor links, Foggyweb)

◦ It is relevant to tell about the ingenuity and impact of an attack, how things can happen

◦ This is not the typical security incident, yet certain elements are common with other attacks (f.eks

beacon).

◦ You still need to focus on what might happen to you

◦ What is an important asset or source for value to your organisation?

◦ How well is it protected, how can it be threatened, how can we prevent attacks?
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If you would design the perfect
attack…

◦ Why not infiltrate your targets without

hacking them?

◦ Stay undiscovered by designing your

own business modules in the 3rd 

party’s trusted software?

◦ Call home through covert channels

using legitimate communication?

Image: Crowdstriks sunburst blog



SolarWinds

Software suite for infrastructure monitoring. The 

software component Orion is for network 

monitoring, and the vector for compromise for 

this attack. 

For SolarWinds, this attack brings on an 

existential crisis
Customers

◦ Major multinational companies

◦ Governmental agencies

◦ Industry and Utilities

◦ Security companies
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When?

Personal observations:

- Politics + Cyberattacks = true

- Unusual long timeline

- Removal of malware from SolarWinds build!

- Fireeye news came 08.12, 4 days ahead of
SolarWinds’ notification

- After Fireeye’s notification: Lots of
uncertainty on security/TI channels

- CISA emergency directive same day was
unusually serious and start for IRT escalations
in Norway

- Openness and cooperation in Norwegian 
and international security communities
sharing enriched IoCs, TTPs and other threat
intelligence
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How (…the devil is in the details)?

◦ Supply chain attack: the malware was inserted in the code

repository (last minute before compilation), delivered through a 

legitimate, highly trusted supply chain channel (SolarWinds, 

network monitoring module Orion). The 

SolarWinds.Orion.Core.BusinessLayer.dll component in a 

SolarWinds hotfix was infected with a backdoor (dormant within a 

14 days activiation delay).  

Source: Fireeye blogpost on Sunburst

Source: CRSC,NIST



How (…the devil is in the details)?

◦ Advanced environment check: Backdoor routines
check blocklist for forensics and anti-virus tools, and 
disables them before starting to generate
Command and Control traffic and calling home

◦ Covert channels/Steganography: Command and 
control traffic is masqueraded as network traffic 
using the Orion Improvement Program (OIP) 
protocol and stores results within legitimate plugin 
configuration files allowing it to blend in with 
legitimate SolarWinds activity. 

Source: CRSC,NIST

Source: TrendMicro



What? - Heavenly malware!

The main malwares used in the attack mapped to the Cyber 

Kill Chain (Lockheed Martin)

◦ Sunspot: Implant in the build process, used to insert backdoor (file 

replacement)(Delivery)

◦ Sunburst (Also called Solarigate): backdoor program inserted by 

Sunspot, carefully crafted not to be detected by defence

mechanisms (Exploitation/Installation)

◦ Teardrop Beacon: Entirely new code/ memory-only dropper to 

deploy beacon (C2, Actions on objectives)

◦ Supernova: Webshell malware in the SolarWinds HTTP API  that allows 

unauthorized access to a customer’s network (C2, Actions on

objectives). Discovered during the SolarWinds supply chain attack, but

uncertainty if this is same/different actor (Chinese?)

◦ New variants of malware discovered post-incident

(Goldmax/Sunshuttle Sibot, Goldfinder)
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What? - Heavenly malware!

What does this mean for Secops operations?

◦ Massive amount of threat intelligence

◦ Can you see the wood for the trees?

◦ Patches and affected infrastructure

◦ What difference does it make? Who can afford a rebuild?

◦ IOC (DNS records)

◦ How much retention do you have?

◦ Files and file hashes

◦ Integrity, remember? So treat all SW software as compromised?

◦ A lot of uncertainty

◦ No standard playbook – adaptive approach

depending on the target
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Who/Why? – the value of attribution
◦ What is the value of attribution? 

◦ Prioritize always HOW before WHO

◦ Unusual early attribution

◦ Dark Halo (Kapersky)

◦ Nobilium (Microsoft)

◦ UNC2452 (cluster of activities)/APT29, maybe APT 28 
(FireEye)

◦ It seems that FSB and SVR cooperated to some 
degree, and the operation’s characteristics (mission, 
resources, TTP, victims) point towards APT29. 
Cooperation/Competition from GRU (APT29) can be 
expected.

◦ Mission: unverified, but most probably espionage and 
data exfiltration from selected targets

Source: Ooda



The aftermath: Seriously?

Source: Cyber security hub, LinkedIn

◦ Targets show that many of

these governmental agencies

are more vulnerable than

assumed.

◦ Cybersecurity has been on the

Biden agenda, and aftermath

will be long and strategic.



The aftermath: Seriously? 
Internationally: 

- 18000 firm affected (read: not comprimised), 

but only ca 50 got compromised

- Fireeye: Red team tools stolen

- Microsoft: Hackers got access to source code, 

3 new recent waves

- VMWare/Cisco: Strongly recommended

customers to patch after breach

- 6 US governmental agencies, amongst which

National Nuclear Security Administration, 

NSA(who missed it), DoD

- TA Still going strong: Nobilium exploiting 

Foggyweb* extensively 

Norwegian targets:

- Major telecommunication companies

- Major oil- and gas companies

- Service providers to utilities sector

- Small fish compared to the right, limited

capabilities regarding forensics compared to 

multinationals like Microsoft, Vmware and 

Fireeye.

21.10.2021* NOBELIUM uses FoggyWeb to remotely exfiltrate the configuration database of compromised AD FS servers



Key takeaways

◦ Know and focus on your assets and topology –This is where you have 

the advantage of the terrain (The attacker only has to make one

mistake – f.eks domain name)

◦ Build your monitoring, incident response and cyber training on the

most probable incidents

◦ Focus on «How» a threat actor might act, not «Who it is» - look beyond

initial indicators of compromise, and enrich logs and artefacts before

using them in your security processes

◦ Your best incident response will be as good as your worst exercise
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Further

reading/details -

My favorites:
- Fireeye’s blog of the

Sunburst attack

- Mandiant Solarwinds

resource page

- Mnemonic’s threat

intelligence blog

- Crowdstrike security blog

- Digital Shadow report: what

should secops know about

Sunburst

- Latest attack waves

- Nobilium Foggyweb attack

https://www.fireeye.com/blog/threat-research/2020/12/evasive-attacker-leverages-solarwinds-supply-chain-compromises-with-sunburst-backdoor.html
https://www.mandiant.com/solarwinds-break-resource-center
https://www.mnemonic.no/blog/threat-advisory-solarwinds/
https://www.crowdstrike.com/blog/sunspot-malware-technical-analysis/
https://www.digitalshadows.com/blog-and-research/solarwinds-compromise-what-security-teams-need-to-know/?mkt_tok=eyJpIjoiT0RJeVlqVmtNRGd6WmpGbCIsInQiOiJpNlMzRzVIWjZjdUNJclh0emhtYXFJTUczSEtsNHIwM3djZzd3ZHk3a29QS3hyS1wvaHhWTVhSUVg3dlRWTGV3Y0ZZVkxBRUR1NmR5RldzdE5YWlROS053V3F3TzRGbTBMVUZibEdIM2RXRnhKRUJnTklySnY5VFhReGhsSGRPcVMifQ%3D%3D
https://www.digi.no/artikler/solarwinds-hackerne-har-na-angrepet-microsofts-egen-kundestotte/511541
https://www.microsoft.com/security/blog/2021/09/27/foggyweb-targeted-nobelium-malware-leads-to-persistent-backdoor/


Questions & closure
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